
GT SKY LOFT

GT ROOF MAXI

The family roof tent 49 kg 15 min

GT ROOF MINI FLATGT ROOF MINIGT ROOFGT SKY LOFT



assembly and
disassembly

video order here

Details
Material

Dimensions (L x B x H)

Scope of delivery

Optional accessories
Notice

Great indoor climate thanks to breathable
Polycotton material and large window
openings with mosquito nets.

The GT SKY LOFT can be divided into two
individual rooms, each with their own
entrance.

The tent is stabilized with telescopic
ladders. One ladder is included 
in delivery.

The “GT ONE VALVE TECHNOLOGY”, makes
handling even easier and allows for quick
inflation.

The gigantic interior has a volume of about
10 cubic meters (73 sq ft), the lying surface
measures 340 x 190 cm.

The aluminum frame features integrated
inner rails for modern, extra wide or paneled
roof racks.

A UV-resistant outer cover protects
bad weather and extreme heat or cold.

colours:blue / olive weight:49 kg volume: 10m3 (73 sq ft)

The usable area of the optionally available
Awning has been enlarged to create even
more space. Awning extenders available
for large vehicles.

The tent with a packing size of 168 x 146 x
16 cm fits almost all common vehicle types.

For families who want to travel with a roof tent, it mainly comes down to it
one thing: you need a lot of space. The GT SKY LOFT offers that like no other
roof tent. GentleTent‘s flagship weighs only 49 kg and has space for 5   
people. Thanks to the GT ONE VALVE TECHNOLOGY set up and take down
can be done in 15 min. Multiple large windows give amazing panoramic
views creating a great sense of space and nighttime stargazing.
The tent can be divided into two rooms and can be entered on both sides
when mounted horizontally. An optional awning offers additional storage
space. The storm-tested GT SKY LOFT fits on cars, vans or trucks.

THE GT SKY LOFT
The big one! | Glamping on the car roof |
The best two room family rooftop tent

FACT BOX

15 min

49 kg <55kg

All statements without guarantee. Current prices and general terms and conditions can
be found at: www.gentletentnorthamerica.com. Status: 01/2024

persons construction
time

weight roof load UV-resistant breathable colours

SUV & Off-roader Station-wagon Compact-class VAN & Mini-Van

GentleTent North America
(403)807-0963 
 kyle@gentletentnorthamerica.com

tent:Polycottonouter tube:Double Ripstop PES inner tube:TPU lying platform:Drop-Stitch
outer cover:PES mosquito net:PES
lying platform:340 x 190 cm external dimensions:430 x 215 x 150 cm packing size:168 x 146 x 16 cm inner
height:145 cm

electric pump 12V, tent nails, guy ropes, repair kit, outer cover

Awning, telescopic poles, GT Mattress, GT Mattress L, 2nd telescopic ladder
A second telescopic ladder or telescopic poles is required for transverse installation.


